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Svitlana Batsyukova

Abstract: This paper hypothesizes that the significance of factors motivating
advocacy in a society depends on the country’s freedom status. The academic
literature analyzed for the purposes of this article shows different factors that
motivate advocacy but it fails to test to what degree these factors are impactful
and can motivate advocacy under conditions where freedom is suppressed,
partially limited, or fully realized. The paper examines different advocacy
motivating factors, such as non-satisfaction with actions by power-holders,
feeling of injustice in society, violation of rights and freedoms, etc. The
hypothesis is tested in two post-Soviet countries: partly free Ukraine and nonfree Belarus. The author surveyed 105 Ukrainian and Belorussian activists in
2014-2015; the survey results are used as a data source for the analysis. The
findings indicate that the significance of advocacy drivers varies depending on
the country’s freedom status. Some advocacy drivers outperform, others
underperform, while values of others remain the same in countries with
different freedom statuses.

Key words: advocacy, non-free state, partly free state, advocacy drivers,
motivating factors for advocacy, freedom status.
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As a conceptual term “advocacy” is vague, complex, and perhaps even
resistant to any sort of analysis and framing. The emerging need to
evaluate the effectiveness of civic movements, to develop patterns
regarding their implementation, to distinguish between advocacy and civic
activism, advocacy and lobbying etc., makes advocacy a subject worth
studying in Political Science and encourages academic research on the
topic. Advocacy became a subject for research in political science around
the 1980s. At different times, different authors divided advocacy into
“active” and “passive,” depending on whether advocacy agents promote the
interests/defend the rights of others or their own (Jenkins-Smith, 1995);
into “internal” and “external,” depending on whether advocacy agents
belong to the same or different spheres – for example the social and media
spheres (Wade, 2011); into issue-based and systemic advocacy, where the
latter is fueled by the former and derives its name from the systemic and
complex advocacy actions (Dalrymple and Boylan, 2014); and into
legislative and administrative advocacy (Schneider and Lester, 2001) based
on the tactics employed.
The effectiveness of advocacy as well as other types of civic activism
cannot be evaluated if the motivating factors are not known, not explored,
or not taken into account. According to Gordon (2009), advocacy’s impact
as well as motivating factors for advocacy differ depending on the level of
its implementation: on international, regional, national, local, community,
family, and inter-personal levels. As advocacy drivers Gordon takes into
account the mission and goals of organization, the interests and problems
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of the community, and the anticipation of and motivation for change.
Dalrymple and Boylan (2014) name willingness to combat injustice and
inequality as driving the emergence of advocacy. Other authors describe
the idea of mobilizing people for the purpose of bringing change (Newman
and Yeates, 2008) and the willingness of people to exercise their rights, to
be involved in and influence decision making processes, (Lee, 2007) as
driving forces for advocacy. Zimmerman (2000) identified behavioral
changes in society, for example those that seek to exert control, as a
motivation for advocacy.
Akhtar, Paunesku and Tormala (2013) analyzed the influence of
different quality messages on advocacy agents, and, ironically found that
“those who were exposed to weak rather than strong arguments” (p.2)
demonstrated greater a motivation to advocate. Ricketts and Aidan (2013)
hold that advocacy is motivated by interests. It may be based on
individual/private, collective, or vested interests. As follows from Ricketts
and Aidan’s analysis, any advocacy campaign may start as a self-driven
action and then gain support of a community or society, turning into a
massive collective action promoting public interest at the large-scale level.
In the “Activists’ Handbook,” they also describe the intersection between
vested and public interests as advocacy drivers; vested interests may
become public interests under certain circumstances – e.g. campaigns by
trade unions for better conditions may have important benefits for a certain
industry (vested interest), but these are also public interest campaigns
“because of their role in achieving and maintaining these standards for
workers generally.” (Ricketts and Aidan, 2013: p.30)
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Daly (2012) has explored the relationship between “ideas” as
advocacy drivers and the effectiveness of advocacy. Daly offers a matrix
presented in four quadrants. Depending on the quality of this relationship,
each quadrant is given a name: lucky break – when bad ideas are not
promoted; wasted investment – when organizations succeed in promoting
bad ideas; lost opportunity – when good ideas lack effective advocacy and
therefore are not promoted; and success – “home of good ideas that have
been promoted effectively (Daly, 2012: p.12).”
Analysis of advocacy drivers that has been undertaken for the
purposes of this article shows a connection between advocacy and
advocacy agents (who implements advocacy?) – for example, policy
advocacy (Sheldon, Wright, 2013) and journalism advocacy (Wade, 2011),
between advocacy and issues that are tackled by advocacy actions issuebased advocacy and systemic advocacy, (Dalrymple and Boylan, 2013), the
level at which the advocacy is implemented, its tactics, etc.
A lack of analysis emerges if we look at the advocacy drivers in
connection with specific freedom statuses of countries. Considering the
aforementioned specific advocacy-related analysis, the main purpose of the
article is to demonstrate how motivating factors for advocacy depend on
the country’s freedom status as it is defined in the Freedom in the World
Report. Ukraine and Belarus were used as the basis for analysis given their
contrasting Freedom statuses: a non-free authoritarian regime in Belarus
and a partly-free transitional regime in Ukraine. Despite different freedom
environments that are later described here (under country profiles),
advocacy campaigns are carried out in both Ukraine and Belarus.
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Advocacy is used in a process of democratization to promote and
sustain democratic principles and values. There is a lack of academic
research on what motivates advocacy is societies where civic participation
is low, and where issues of freedom of expression and association are
complicated. It is the hypothesis of this paper that the value of advocacy
factors may vary in free, partly free, and non-free countries. The Freedom in
the World Report annually assigns numerical ratings in two categories, civil
liberties (CL) and political freedoms (PF), which then determine if the
country has an overall status of free, partly free, or not free. The numerical
ratings are assigned on a scale from 1 to 7 where 1 is most free and 7 is
least free. According to the 2016 report, Belarus was rated not free (PF=7;
CL=6; Freedom Rating=6.5) and Ukraine was rated partly free (PF=3; CL=3;
Freedom Rating=3).

UKRAINE AND BELARUS: COUNTRY PROFILES

Given the 2015 Freedom in the World Report, democracy is on the decline
in the world. This gives more room for advocacy as a means of
democratization. During the opening of the most recent Forum 2000
“Democracy and its Discontents,” well-known activists and a former
political prisoner from Belarus, Ales Belyatsky, stated that the future of
democratization in Belarus will depend a lot on whether Ukraine becomes
a free country.
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During the 2015 OSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting, it
was said that urgent changes are needed to put Ukraine on the path to a
secure, democratic future. Many emerging political leaders in Ukraine
(members of Parliament) have their backgrounds as leaders of NGOs and
human rights activists. People in Ukraine are willingly engage in social
activism, and freedom of expression and belief are freely exercised inside
the country, according to the British Council’s 2015 “Hopes, Fears and
Dreams” report and the 2016 Freedom in the World Report:
• Fifty-eight percent of young Ukrainians support civic activism as a
means of helping to solve important issues in Ukraine;
• Civil society has flourished since 2014.
• Eighty percent of people felt citizens had the right to express their own
beliefs through protest and demonstrations;
• Ninety-three percent agreed that citizens had the right to express
opinions that are contrary to those of the majority;
• The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe described
recent local elections in Ukraine (October 2015) as competitive, wellorganized, and participatory;
• The Constitution guarantees freedoms of speech and expression and the
right to peaceful assembly;
• Libel is not a criminal offense; and
• Media can openly criticize the government.
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The overview of the situation in Belarus presented here based on
analysis provided by the 2016 Freedom in the World report and based on
input received after a presentation made during the Summer School
“Human Rights – Modern System of Values,” held at the Belorussian Human
Rights House:
•

Belorussian

authorities

continue

to

crack

down

political

demonstrations;
•

There are political prisoners (e.g. Belyatsky, who opened Forum 2000
in 2015, was held in prison for 3 years; and Nikolai Statkevich, the
main political opponent of Belarusian President Lukashenko who was
imprisoned in 2010 and thanks to international pressure, released in
August 2015);

•

Civil society activists are arrested and/or put in psychiatric wards.
Many “preventive” arrests were made before the 2014 World Hockey
Championship in Minsk;

•

Websites of independent media and human rights organizations are
blocked;

•

The opposition has little support among the public;

•

Libel is a civil and criminal offense;

•

Protests and rallies require authorization from local authorities, but
even if authorization is obtained, protesters may still be arrested (for
example, during the authorized Freedom Day demonstrations in
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2014, 10 Belorussian activists were arrested for wearing Ukrainian
ribbons in support of Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine); and
•

Over 100 NGOs have been closed since 2004, and registration of
NGOs is restricted.

METHODOLOGY

The article analyzes survey data. The survey was conducted by the author
in 2014-2015. It was a part of a pilot study and was conducted among 105
Ukrainian and Belorussian activists who were selected to take part in
international training courses under auspices of the Ukrainian and
Belorussian Human Rights Houses and were engaged in different advocacy
activities in Belarus and Ukraine. Participants of three international courses
related to human rights, advocacy and civic activism, conducted in 20142015, were surveyed: “Actions towards protection of human rights and
public interests at the national and international levels”, “Enhancing impact
of journalist community in human rights protection”, “Human rights – the
system of values”. Activists were chosen to take part in international
training courses based on similar selection criteria: knowledge, experience,
motivation, and level of civic activism. Selected participants were:
journalists working for local, regional, and national media; human rights
defenders; staff of legal clinics; activists of youth and student
organizations; staff of NGOs providing legal and humanitarian assistance,
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etc. Preference was given to those who had not taken part in similar
schools/events before, but have strong practical experience in human
rights protection, delivery of legal and humanitarian assistance, and/or
provision of services to underserved groups. One-hundred and five civic
activists from Ukraine (62) and Belarus (43) took part in the survey.
Given the fact that respondents had a strong knowledge of advocacy
and its role in society, and of the level of execution of rights and freedoms
in society, results of the survey may be extrapolated to the level of civil
society as a whole in the target countries.
The survey consisted of seven questions; responses to four of them
were used for this article. The English translation of the survey questions is
provided below.
1) What are advocacy drivers? (please choose)
• Individual interest/ problem
• Public interest/ problem
2) The type of society is advocacy is most likely to appear in? (please
choose)
• Closed society
• Open society
3) Can advocacy be implemented in non-free regimes? (please choose)
• Yes
• No
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4) How likely, in your opinion, are these factors to become drivers for
advocacy in society?
(please assign a ranking from 0 to 5, where 5 is the highest)
• Pressure from the international community/organizations
• Dissatisfaction with the actions of those in power
• Violation of rights and freedoms
• Absence of laws/norms and/or their non-implementation
• Feeling of injustice
• Promotion of an idea/interest
In questions 1 to 4, respondents could select one of two options or could
choose both. Responses to questions 1 to 4 were assigned a value of 1
percent. Respondents provided answers to all questions (there were no
incomplete questionnaires). In question 5 participants were asked to assign
a value to each provided factor. Given the different frequencies of these
values, weighted means were calculated to derive the weight of each
factor.
Taking into account empowerment theory (Rappaport, 1981), which
holds that people can learn about advocacy only in real life conditions
(through development and implementation of advocacy campaigns or by
experiencing the impact of advocacy), this paper offers rather a practical
analysis of the motivating factors under different freedom regimes in
Ukraine and Belarus. The practical significance of the current analysis is
high because it could help practitioners to strategically project the
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effectiveness of advocacy in Ukraine and Belarus by taking into account the
importance and relevance of certain motivating factors. This is especially
important in contemporary societies where accountability and demand for
advocacy work have grown. The theoretical value of the present analysis is
connected with the broadening applicability of existing logical models for
advocacy (Knowlton and Phillips, 2009; Hoefer, 2011; Gen and Wright,
2013) that explore relations among inputs, activities and impact in
advocacy. But these relations might be at risk if the “environment” for
advocacy implementation, such as freedom status, is not supportive. In
addition, the paper hopes to guide future research on advocacy in general.

ANALYSIS

Data from the 2014-2015 survey shows that over 80 percent of
respondents from Ukraine and over 70 percent of respondents from Belarus
believe that advocacy in society arises because of problems that concern
the public interest. Ten percent more Belorussian respondents (compared
to Ukrainian respondents) perceive individual interest as an advocacy driver
[Diagram 1].
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Diagram 1. Value of Pubic and Individual Interest in Advocacy (percent)

Ukraine
7

11

Public and Individual
interest
Individual interest

82

Public interest

Belarus
7
21

Public and Individual
interest
Individual interest

72

Public interest

According to Ricketts and Aidan (2012), individual interest can successfully
become public through successful advocacy. An equal percentage of
respondents from Ukraine and Belarus (7 percent) said that both public and
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individual interest can serve as a motivating factor for advocacy. As
mentioned in “The Activists’ Handbook” (Ricketts, Aidan, 2012: p.8), every
“social change work has public values as a core components of the
campaign aim and purpose.”
There have been several successful advocacy campaigns in Ukraine and
Belarus that protected and fought for individual interests and rights. One
example is the international letter campaign “Free Ales,” which advocated
the freeing Ales Belyatsky, the political prisoner. After his release in 2014,
Belyatsky called Belorussian and international solidarity the main reason
for his release. In many districts of Kyiv, there are still graffiti and posters
that read “Freedom for Pavlichenko,” part of a long-term advocacy
campaign organized by fans of the football club Dynamo Kyiv. This
campaign protected the interests and rights of victims of police outrage –
a father and a son Pavlichenko.
Over 90 percent of the surveyed audience from Ukraine and 100 percent
respondents from Belarus [Diagram 2] were positive that Advocacy will
most likely appear and can be implemented in open societies, only a few
responses mentioned that advocacy could be implemented in both open
(like Ukraine) and closed (like Belarus) societies. The former is
characterized by its dynamic social structure, high level of mobility and
democratic spirit. The latter has static social structure, limited mobility, and
mostly is traditional.
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Diagram 2. The type of society advocacy is most likely to appear in
(percent)?

0

Belarus
Open society
Closed society

100

Open and closed
society

Ukraine
0
8

Open society
Closed society
92
Open and closed
society

About 84 percent of Ukrainian respondents and 88 percent of Belorussian
respondents stated that advocacy can arise in non-free regimes (like the
authoritarian regime in Belarus). As shown in the country overview above,
freedom of association and freedom of expression restricted in Belarus.
Registration of NGOs is restricted, authorization for public events are
almost impossible to obtain, and activists in Belarus face heavy fines and
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criminal charges. Under these conditions many organizations have decided
to shut down to avoid prosecution. This pressure and stigmatization clearly
violates all international democratic standards. Irrespective of these
challenges, however, there are internationally-known advocacy campaigns
implemented in non-free Belarus. Examples of advocacy campaigns include
“Silent Wednesdays,” (silent protests in 2010); boycotts; and international
advocacy campaigns in 2010-2012 to establish the mandate of the UN
Special Rapporteur on Belarus.
Despite various challenges, advocacy can appear under any regime –
democratic, non-democratic and transitional, free, non-free, and partly free.
The “5P” campaign conducted by civil activists in non-free Russia in 2011
was aimed at promoting policy changes and implementing police reforms,
and had a strong impact on policy implementation at the national level.
Protests against Internet tax also took place in partly free Hungary in 2014.
Although it might seem that the reasons for advocacy are rather
limited in societies where political freedoms and civil liberties are
exercised freely, and thus chances for advocacy are rather low, there are
many examples of advocacy movements being implemented in countries
with ‘free’ freedom status. The Pots and Pans Revolution (revolution being
the most radical form of advocacy), for example, happened in Iceland, one
of the wealthiest countries per capita. Icelanders, armed with pots and
pans, started massive demonstrations against a government decision to
increase taxes during the economic crisis of 2008-2010. In recent years
Lufthansa’s employers in Germany (a country with high political rights and
civil liberties rankings) boycott their work and advocate for their
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professional interests. Solidarity marches against terrorism took place
around Europe after an attack on the offices of the French satirical
publication “Charlie Hebdo” in January 2015.
Survey participants were asked to answer the question: “How likely,
in your opinion, are these factors to become drivers for advocacy in
society?” Respondents had to answer on a scale from 0 to 5, with 5 being
very likely [Diagram 3]. Among these factors were:
•

perception/feeling of injustice (e.g. special visitors’ waiting

rooms at hospitals may not be legally required, but are needed for
the comfort of patients and their visitors; the construction of the
airport in the city may be completely legal, but may be against the
wishes of the local community etc.);
•

disapproval of/dissatisfaction with government actions;

•

violation of human rights and freedoms;

•

absence or non-implementation of legal norms;

•

need to protect and promote ideas/ interests; and

•

pressure

from

the

international

community/international

organizations (presentation of shadow reports, implementation of
sanctions etc.).
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Diagram 3.1. Values of advocacy motivating factors in Ukraine and Belarus,
cumulative analysis

Ukraine and Belarus. Cumulative
analysis
Promotion of idea/interest

3.37

Feeling of injustice

3.27
3.66

Absence of laws/ norms and/…
2.87

Violation of rights and…

4.06

No-satisfaction with actions…
2.82

Pressure from the side of…
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Diagram 3.2. Values of advocacy motivating factors in Belarus

Belarus
3.74

Promotion of idea/interest
1.55

Feeling of injustice

3.63

Absence of laws/ norms…
Violation of rights and…

4.21

No-satisfaction with actions…

4.28
3.23

Pressure from the side of…
0.00
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Diagram 3.3. Values of advocacy motivating factors in Ukraine

As seen in Diagram 3.1 (cumulative analysis), “non-satisfaction with actions
by power-holders” is the strongest motivating factor for advocacy in both
Belarus and Ukraine (4.06 out of 5). Besides this factor, the values of three
other factors were found to be almost as important for advocacy in Belarus
and Ukraine: the absence of laws/norms and/or their non-implementation
(3.63 and 3.68), promotion of an idea/interest (3.74 and 3.11), pressure
from the international community (value of 3.23 in Belarus and 2.53 in
Ukraine). However, two other factors, “feeling of injustice” and “violation of
rights and freedoms” had significantly different values in Belarus and
Ukraine.
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Results and Conclusions

The article explores the issue of whether and how much significance of
advocacy motivating factors vary in countries with different freedom
statuses (based on the 2016 Freedom in the World Report). Two postSoviet countries – Ukraine and Belarus – were chosen as target countries
for the analysis. These countries have different freedom statuses: Ukraine is
“partly free” and Belarus is “non-free.” Regardless of the status of
implementation of political freedoms and civil liberties, both countries are
known for implementing sound advocacy campaigns. The vast literature
explored for the purposes of the article showed different factors that drive
advocacy but not to what degree these factors impact and motivate
advocacy under conditions where freedom is limited, partially limited or
fully realized.
The survey conducted by the author of the article reveals that both
Belorussian and Ukrainian respondents viewed individual interest as a less
probable motivating factor for advocacy compared to public interest. This
may refer to the fact that public interest is often connected with public
activity and individual interest – with activity that is purely of a personal
nature. Thus, advocacy as a type of public activity is more often connected
with public interest than with individual interest. Although individual
issue- and public issue-based advocacy often intersect, and often individual
issues become well-supported by public/community, sometimes it is hard
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to define clear dividing lines. The combination of public and individual
interests was described as a motivating factor in 7 percent of responses.
An open society defined by the dynamism, innovations etc., was
described by both Ukrainian and Belorussian respondents as a supportive
environment where advocacy may flourish (100 percent of responses in
Belarus and over 90 percent of responses in Ukraine). As stated in over 80
percent of responses by Ukrainian and Belorussian, non-free authoritarian
regimes are not seen as an obstacle for advocacy implementation.
The

cumulative

analysis

of

responses

demonstrated

that

dissatisfaction with actions by power-holders appears as the most important
driver for advocacy in both Belarus and Ukraine. At the same time, absence
of legal norms and/or their poor implementation or non-implementation and
the need to promote/protect ideas, as well as perception of injustice in society
were described as significant factors for initiation of advocacy actions.
Pressure from the international community was defined as

the least

important factor in promoting advocacy in both countries.
Separate analyses of Belorussian and Ukrainian respondent data
showed that violation of rights and freedoms is a far more important
advocacy motivator for Belarus than it is for Ukraine. Based on survey
results, it is twice as likely that violations of rights and freedoms would
lead people to protest in Belarus (country with lower freedom status) than
in Ukraine (country with higher freedom status). The feeling of injustice
plays greater role in motivating advocacy in Ukraine than in Belarus. It is
twice as likely that perception of injustice in society would drive advocacy
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in Ukraine compared to Belarus. Hundreds of thousands Ukrainians went to
Kyiv’s Independence Square in December 2013, because they had a
feelings of misgiving and wanted to stand against an unjust “wrong”
situation; beating and killing people is wrong regardless of legal norms or
orders of the government, regardless of the state of democracy.Promotion of
new ideas/interests serves an important factor for advocacy in both Ukraine
and Belarus (values of 3.74 in Belarus and 3.11 in Ukraine) despite the
countries’ different freedom statuses. Many Belorussian and Ukrainian
participants of international schools on human rights and civic activism
offered examples of when ideas about implementing new methods of
registration in local hospitals, introducing school busses, presenting more
extra-curricula activities in schools, etc. attracted attention and were
supported by local authorities. Thus, advocacy at the local level aimed at
promotion of new ideas, has a good chance of being implemented in both
post-Soviet countries.
In the case of non-free Belarus, where freedoms and rights are
regularly suppressed, where arrests of activists happen even preventively,
and where civil society organizations lack opportunities to operate,
national advocacy initiatives have fewer chances, than advocacy at
international level or local levels. The sudden release of political prisoners
in Belarus is a premature sign of the softening of the authoritarian regime
in Belarus and may be “a tactical move” (Moshes, Racz; 2015, p.7) that
indeed will not generate positive changes related to political democracy
and human rights.
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In contemporary Ukraine – a country transitioning to democracy
according to the Freedom in the World Report – the government tolerates
public dissatisfaction and public advocacy, though advocacy often does not
have a sustainable impact. The latter is due to external and internal
challenges faced by advocacy activists: corruption, professional burn-out,
lack of resources, etc.
By analyzing participants’ responses from Belarus and Ukraine, the
author did not observe differences in responses about the environment
where advocacy may be implemented and flourish. Respondents from both
countries identified an “open society” as one that would be a supportive
environment for advocacy. Yet neither Belorussian nor Ukrainian
respondents saw the “non-free status” of a country as an obstacle to
advocacy implementation.
The author’s analysis found evidence of a relationship between
advocacy drivers and country freedom statuses (levels of political freedoms
and civil liberties in the country). Specifically, the analysis holds that the
same motivating factors may outperform or underperform in countries with
different freedom statuses. Thus, the author suggests that significance of
advocacy drivers varies depending on a country’s freedom status.
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